Abstract-Although extremely tedious, collecting multiangle facial prototypes is essential for face-related applications such as detection, tracking, recognition, and pose estimation. To reduce the workload, a user-friendly interface that is designed to collect multiangle facial prototypes in a fast and tractable manner was proposed. A user-friendly interface called dynamic cursor is designed to guide users in the operation of orientationenforced video acquisition. A new problem, which is called the orientationenforced face-detection problem, is defined and solved for multiangle facial-prototype collection. The method proposed in this correspondence can help in building a fast and user-friendly face-registration module for face-related applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collecting multiangle facial prototypes is very tedious and timeconsuming. The process typically requires a volunteer to orientate his/her head according to the system operator's instructions while images are taken from various angles. Each image must then be cropped so that only the facial region is retained. Also, to ensure that only the appropriate facial regions are cropped, each image usually has to be cropped manually. The online collection of multiangle facial prototypes of new users is important in order to build a good face-related application system. For example, in the eigenface method proposed by Turk and Pentland [12] , multiple face samples of a person have to be collected to build an eigenspace. It is particularly important if an application system is moved to a different environment where facial-prototype collection must usually be performed again, so that the system can adapt to the new environment. The online collected facial prototypes can also serve as useful information to tune or retrain application systems. However, a tedious facial-prototype collection process hinders the willingness of people to become new users. Hence, an efficient online multiangle human facial-prototype collection process is important for real applications and is one of the key issues in making face-related applications popular.
In this correspondence, we propose a method for the efficient collection of multiangle facial prototypes. We use an interactive technique called dynamic cursor, which is a moving cursor that guides the user's attention. The remainder of the correspondence is organized as follows. Section II describes the dynamic-cursor system. Section III describes the method developed to solve the orientationenforced face-detection problem in a video. Section IV addresses some implementation issues. In Section V, we give the results of our experiments. In Section VI, an application example is presented. Finally, our conclusion and a discussion are given in Section VII.
II. DYNAMIC CURSORS
Our system framework consists of a mainframe, a monitor screen, and a camera that is mounted on the top or bottom of the screen. A user sits in front of the monitor in a prescribed position and rotates his/her head. We then take a video of the user and crop multiangle facial prototypes automatically.
In this system, the user may rotate his/her head arbitrarily, and an automatic cropping process can be used to find the facial regions in the video sequence. However, the facial prototypes collected in this manner may not contain all the required angles. To overcome this difficulty, a moving cursor is used to guide the user's head movement so that the video frames can be taken from the prescribed angles. Our system configuration is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . To collect a complete set of facial prototypes within a range in which the screen remains visible to the user, the cursor movement is designed to follow a zigzag track, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . A user is asked to rotate his/her head by following the cursor while the video is being made. As a result, each frame of the video contains a facial image that corresponds to a 1083-4427/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE known cursor position. An example of the acquisition process and the resulting video is shown in Fig. 2 .
However, cropping a facial region in each frame of the video causes a particular face-detection problem. Since the user is asked to rotate his/her head so that the moving cursor remains visible to him/her (or more intuitively, the user can keep "facing" the cursor), there is a oneto-one mapping between the cursor positions and the head orientations. We call this specific detection problem the orientation-enforced facedetection problem because of the a priori knowledge that each frame contains a facial region in association with a given cursor position (or head orientation). This problem has not been well studied before. We will focus on the orientation-enforced face-detection problem and present an effective approach, which is based on the video inputs, for solving it.
III. ORIENTATION-ENFORCED FACE DETECTION IN A VIDEO
Before presenting our detailed algorithm, we analyzed two visual clues that are useful in solving the video-based orientation-enforced face-detection problem. The first clue is that each single frame in the input video contains a face with a roughly known orientation, while the second clue is that the face location in the video varies continuously. To utilize these visual clues in a consistent and integrated way, we propose the following probabilistic framework. The videobased orientation-enforced face-detection problem is formulated as the shortest path problem in a matching graph, in which the two visual clues are encoded as the node and edge costs of the graph, respectively.
A. Probabilistic Framework
In our approach, the video-based orientation-enforced facedetection problem is formulated as one of maximizing an a posteriori probability measure. Given a video containing K frames I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I K , each frame I k (k = 1, . . . , K) is taken under the kth orientation (i.e., the kth cursor position). Our purpose is to find the most probable facial region in each frame. Several scaled input images are generated to find possibly scaled facial regions in each input image. Let a set of ascending scaling factors be S = {s 1 
image generated by linearly scaling I k , where W and H are, respectively, the width and height of I k (k = 1, . . . , K). Since a facial region may occur in any position and scale in an image, we define the facial-region candidate as I x k , where x k is a position/scale vector (c k , r k , l k ) that specifies an n × n image block with its upper left point being (c k , r k ) in the scaled image frame I
Let ω k be the set consists of all the possible facial prototypes under the kth orientation. We hope to find the proper facial regions I * x k corresponding to the position/scale vector x k , k = 1, . . . , K, which maximize the following a posteriori probability:
arg max
Assume that: 1)
In (2), P (I x k ∈ ω k ) is the probability that the cropped region I x k is a facial image at the kth orientation, which is referred to as the probability caused by prototype evidence (PPE). The other term P (x k+1 |x k ) is the transition probability from the current position/scale x k to the next one x k+1 , which encodes the motion continuity and is referred to as the probability caused by temporal continuity (PTC). To evaluate (2), the above probabilities are specified as follows.
The probability P (I x k ∈ ω k ) is the probability that I x k is a kth orientation facial image. We assume that ω k forms a Gaussian distribution with mean f k and covariance matrix k in the n × n-dimensional image space. Hence
Because the consecutive images of a moving face are inputs, P (x k+1 |x k ) will be large when x k is close to x k+1 . We also model P (x k+1 |x k ) as a Gaussian distribution by
otherwise
, and Z is a constant for normalization. We set P (x k+1 |x k ) to zero when the scale l k and l k+1 are different. It is because, in our dynamic-cursor system, a user sits in front of the monitor with a generally fixed distance to the camera. The cropped faces of a user under various orientations thus have approximately the same scales. An equal a priori assumption is applied to all initial positions/scales by setting P (
Taking a natural log of (2), we derive the equation
From ( 
. , I K ).
This is computationally infeasible if a brute-force method is used to find the optimal solution. We solve this problem by transforming it into the shortest path search problem in a matching graph, as shown below.
B. Matching Graph and Shortest Path
We construct a graph G with K levels. In each level, there are p nodes, where p is the number of all the facial-region candidates in an input image. In the kth level (k = 1, . . . , K), the nodes are denoted as V k;1 , V k;2 , . . . , V k;p , which represent the p facial-region candidates in this input image. For the adjacent levels k and k + 1, (k = 1, . . . , K − 1), the edge E k;j;i connects V k;j and V k+1;i if l k = l k+1 (i.e., the two nodes are of the same scale). Fig. 3 shows an illustration of graph G.
We define the node cost and the edge cost as follows. The node cost is used to encode the log likelihood of the PPE in (3). Each node V k:j is assigned a cost The edge cost is used to encode the log likelihood of the PTC in (3). For each edge E k;j;i , we define
The node and edge costs have very straightforward interpretations. Equation (4) is a Mahalanobis distance that measures the possibility that the candidate region I x k is an image of a face under the kth orientation. Equation (5) is a penalty term that penalizes the interrupted motions.
Each path, starting from a node in image 1 and ending at a node at input image K, represents a sequence of facial-region candidates. The cost of the path is the sum of the node and edge costs along this path. Our goal is to find the minimal-cost (or the shortest) path in the matching graph. The matched nodes on the minimal-cost path represent the most probable facial-region candidates that satisfy both the prototype similarities and the temporal consistencies. The Dijkstra algorithm [5] is used to find the shortest path. It is used to solve the single-source shortest path problem on a weighted directed graph G = (V, E) when all the edge weights are nonnegative. It maintains a set Y of vertices with the shortest path weights from the root. The algorithm repeatedly adds another vertex to the set Y , in which the vertex is the point with the minimum shortest path to the root and belongs to the set of V −Y , and relaxes all the edges leaving this vertex. A detailed description can be seen in [5] . After performing the Dijkstra algorithm, each node along the shortest path then represents the detected facial region in each frame.
C. Precollected Training Data
To evaluate the node cost, we have to estimate: 1) f k , the mean face under the kth orientation and 2) k , the covariance matrix. In our approach, videos of several users are taken for the training (in the experiment, there were ten users), and a facial region in each frame is manually cropped. Each user has K orientations (in association with the preselected K cursor positions) to be cropped, and K is typically 25 in this correspondence. For the kth orientation, we calculate the mean face f k and the sample covariance matrix k of the cropped faces (k = 1, . . . , K) . Fig. 4 shows the manually cropped training data of three users.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

A. Lighting Correction
To compensate for the problem caused by different illumination conditions, the light correction process introduced in [9] is adopted to normalize the intensities of the facial-region candidates in the input images and the precollected facial templates. Here, we briefly review this method.
First, for each image in the video, we fit a plane to its intensities. Let the fitted plane be
where u and v are the pixel position in the image and z is the fitted intensity. We use the standard least-squared procedure to perform the fitting. To compensate for the illumination-variation influence, we subtract the fitted z value from the original intensity of each image. The subtracted image is further processed by histogram equalization to form a lighting-compensated image, which then serves as the input image for the facial-prototype collection.
B. Coarse-to-Fine Shortest Path
To find the facial region in the kth input image, we treat all the possible positions as facial-region candidates in the probabilistic framework introduced in Section III. However, the computational cost may be high. To speed up the process, we use a coarse-to-fine strategy in our implementation. The idea is to repeat the shortest path search algorithm T times from a low-resolution image to a high-resolution image.
In our implementation, an image pyramid is built for each image. The image pyramid is constructed by recursively halving the resolutions in both the row and column directions of an image. At the coarsest level, all the positions are considered as centers of the possible candidate regions. When the shortest path has been found at the coarsest level, its corresponding candidate positions and scales serve as an initial estimate of those for the next finer level. Furthermore, the positions and scales that are far from the shortest path will be ignored in the next finer level. Hence, not all positions and scales are addressed in the finer level, which speeds up the search process. Although this does not ensure finding the globally shortest path in association with the highest resolution images, in our experience, very good suboptimal paths can be found, and the obtained solutions are very convincing.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Each input image is 102 × 60 and scaled by factors {0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.1, 1.2}. The facial candidate region is an n × n block, where n = 32. Two experiments are performed to evaluate the proposed approach. Section V-A describes the model-selection process that is performed to tune the parameters, while Section V-B shows the results under different conditions.
A. Cross-Validation Performance and Model Parameter Selection
The only parameter that needs to be tuned is 1/σ 2 , the weight of the edge cost in (5) (where the weight of the node cost is one). To determine the parameter with a good performance, we perform a fivefold cross-validation model selection on the precollected training data from the ten subjects mentioned in Section III-C. Typically, in an m-fold cross-validation, m examinations are performed and each of them involves (m − 1)/m data for training and the remaining 1/m data for test. Hence, in a five-fold cross validation, the training data are divided into five parts, and each part contains two users, where four parts of them are treated as training data in turn and the other part is treated as the validation data.
For a particular parameter value to be evaluated, the facial prototypes of eight users (i.e., four folds) serve as the training data for calculating the mean face f k and the sample covariance matrix k for setting the node cost in (4). We use the video containing the faces of the other two users in the remaining fold as the testing data and employ our algorithm to find the facial regions automatically. After the cross validation among the five folds has been done, the error measurement is defined as the average Euclidian distance between the center positions of the facial regions found automatically and those manually cropped. We have investigated σ over a wide range and found that σ = 1 is one of the parameters that have the best performance. In this case, the average distance error is seven (pixels) in a 640 × 480 image, compared with the manually cropped region. This is sufficiently accurate for the many face-related applications.
B. Other Experiments
Experiments were carried out to evaluate the performance of our approach in different environments with different users. Fig. 5 shows the prototype-collection result for a novel user in an environment different from the one in which the training prototypes were collected, and Figs. 5 and 6 show the results of dimming and brightening the lighting for the same user. Fig. 7 shows the prototypes collected in an outdoor environment. In general, it takes about 30 s to crop the 25 images with a 640 × 480 resolution by using the proposed method. These results demonstrate that our system works well in various conditions. Assume that the width and height of a screen are w and h, respectively, and the distance between the user and the screen is d. The left-right and up-down viewing angles can be calculated by using the equations θ left−right = 2 × arccot(2 × d/w) and θ top−down = 2 × arccot(2 × d/h), respectively. In our case, w, h, and d are 38, 33, and 62 cm, respectively, and the left-right and the up-down angular differences are about 35
• and 30
• , respectively.
VI. APPLICATION EXAMPLE
The multiangle facial-prototype collection method developed in this correspondence can be employed in many face-related applications. For example, a sequence of well-segmented facial images is a suitable input for sequence-based face recognition and verification. Furthermore, the cropped facial images with known orientations can also be applied to face-pose estimation. In this section, we implement a facepose-estimation system by using the conjugate-gradient search framework in [8] and support vector regression (SVR) [6] to estimate the orientation of a human head, and the result is shown in Fig. 8 . In [8] , the authors proposed a face-pose estimation framework by using the conjugate-gradient search. In their work, the face is tracked by using offline-collected human facial templates first, and then, its orientation is estimated in a Gabor-wavelet-projected image space. In addition, Li et al. [6] suggested a face detection and recognition framework using the support vector machine (SVM). To increase its accuracy, the SVR is used to estimate head pose, but facial templates are cropped manually under controlled conditions in [8] . Instead of cropping the facial regions manually from the various video sources as training data, a prototype collection module is built by using the method introduced in this correspondence, to automatically collect the multiangle facial prototypes. This greatly increases the operating convenience of the system and reduces the workload when new prototypes have to be collected.
VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We have designed an interactive system for the online collection of the multiangle facial prototypes in this correspondence. By guiding the user's attention with a cursor moving along a particular trajectory, we pose a new type of face-detection problem-the orientation-enforced face-detection problem. To deal with this issue, we formulate a probabilistic framework. We show that the problem can be reduced to the shortest path-searching problem in a matching graph, using Dijkstra's algorithm to solve it.
Experimental results show that our method can collect multiangle facial prototypes effectively. The collected prototypes can be used for applications such as face-pose estimation (for which an example is shown in Section VI); face recognition and authentication [1] , [3] , [4] , [7] , [10] , [13] , [14] ; and multiview face detection [2] , [11] , [15] . By using our approach, the multiangle facial-prototype collection can be made easy and user friendly.
Our dynamic-cursor interface is not only suitable for the multiangle facial-prototype collection, but also has a great potential to be integrated into a face-recognition task, leading to a new type of face-recognition framework-the orientation-enforced facerecognition framework. Therefore, it is likely that the face recognition will be made easier, since rough face angles can serve as extra informative knowledge. In future research, we will investigate the orientation-enforced face-recognition framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
This correspondence presents a siphon-based algorithm for deadlock prevention of a type of Petri nets called systems of simple sequential processes with multiple resources (S 3 PMR), which is a subclass of system of simple sequential processes with general resource requirements (S 3 PGR 2 ) defined in [14] . The proposed method is an iterative approach by adding two kinds of control places called ordinary control (OC) places and weighted control (WC) places to the original model to prevent siphons from being unmarked.
Some deadlock prevention schemes for controlling a flexible manufacturing system (FMS) have been proposed in prior work [1] , [3] , [4] , [6] - [14] , [16]- [20] . Many of them adopted Petri net models as a formalism to describe FMSs and to develop deadlock prevention policies. In [1] , [3] , [6] - [10] , [12] - [14] , and [16], the deadlock prevention problem is solved using the concept of siphons. In particular, Ezpeleta et al. [3] proposed a deadlock prevention control policy that is implemented by means of the addition to the initial Petri net model of some new elements, such that the final model is live. That is, new places are added to the net-imposing restrictions that prevent the presence of the unmarked siphons (direct cause of deadlocks). The control places are added, following a conservative policy that controls the release of parts into the system via what we called the source transitions of the net. A polynomial-complexity deadlock avoidance policy was proposed in [14] . However, from the controlled net (i.e. [14, Fig. 2]) , we find the control policy may be more conservative than our proposed prevention algorithm in this correspondence. Recently, Li and Zhou [12] proposed a deadlock
